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Make your 

choice. 

Make your choice and opt for the Rolf Benz 

CONTRACT — a choice that matches your project 

perfectly, because you have an extensive range 

of models in a wide variety of styles and price 

categories at your disposal. To 

get exactly what brings your room 

concept to life and fits your budget 

expectations.
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2 – 3

Choosing our furniture 

always also means choos-

ing the very best quality. 

Whether it be an armchair 

or normal chair, whether it 

be Rolf Benz or freistil, they 

all share the same “Made in 

Germany” characteristics. 

The legendary Rolf Benz quality, created at our two 

plants in the northern Black Forest, makes us a highly 

sought-after partner for discerning planners and hosts 

all over the world. Over the next few pages, discover 

the many possibilities that we offer you with Rolf Benz 

CONTRACT.

Be inspired. And make your choice. 

We’re here to help.

Made

in Germany.

Someone who puts free thinking, 

passion and a creative mind 

into new, urban living will love 

the originals from freistil. freistil 

means not following any rules, 

apart from the ones that dictate 

quality craftsmanship.

Rolf Benz is a global byword for 

premium upholstered furniture 

and interior furniture Made in 

Germany. The balance between 

modern, customisable design, 

innovative functions, the very 

best materials and superlative 

craftsmanship remains un-

matched even today.
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References 

P. 6–19
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4 – 5

A selection of our  

international projects

p. 6  Hotel Fritz Lauterbad, Freudenstadt-Lauterbad, Germany  

p. 8  Rothaus im Gerber restaurant, Stuttgart, Germany

 Johann Lafers Stromburg restaurant, Stromberg, Germany

 Motel One Cologne-Neumarkt, Cologne, Germany

 dank & treu pet crematorium, Schwäbisch Hall, Germany

 Duinhotel Tien Torens, Zoutelande, Netherlands

 Louis by Thomas Martin restaurant, Hamburg, Germany

 Lufthansa Systems, Raunheim, Germany

 FC Bayern Nachwuchsleistungszentrum, Munich, Germany  

p. 14  Grand Hyatt Hotel, Berlin, Germany  

p. 18  25hours Hotel Langstrasse, Zurich, Switzerland

 Nexinto GmbH, Hamburg, Germany

 ASEM Village, Mongolia

 Galgorm Resort & Spa, Antrim, Northern Ireland

 NOVOTEL, Munich, Germany  

p. 16  Lufthansa Senator and Business Lounge, worldwide

 Mazza restaurant, Hamburg, Germany

 FC Bayern, New York, USA

 Festspielhaus Baden-Baden festival hall, Baden-Baden, Germany  

p. 12  Veltins-Arena, LaOla-Club, Gelsenkirchen, Germany  

p. 12  Allianz Arena Business Area, Munich, Germany

 Allianz Arena Players Lounge, Munich, Germany

 Kraft Augenoptik, Gerlingen, Germany

 Festspielhaus Baden-Baden festival hall, Baden-Baden, Germany  

p. 10  University of Baltimore, School of Law, Baltimore, USA

 ibis Styles Hotel, Nagold, Germany

 Porsche Design Stores, worldwide

 Bharat restaurant, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

 Courtyard by Marriott, Hamburg, Germany

 NEOM Experience Centre, Saudi Arabia

 University Hospital Brussels, Brussels, Belgium 

Reference
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“We share with Rolf 

Benz the fundamental 

belief of wanting to offer 

customers real value.”

Steffen Schillinger, Managing Director of Hotel Fritz Lauterbad

high-back chair freistil 178
Armchair Rolf Benz 684
Armchair Rolf Benz 394
Sofa Rolf Benz ALMA
Occasional table Rolf Benz 920
Occasional table Rolf Benz 925
Occasional table Rolf Benz 973

WEL 
  COME
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H o t e l  F r i t zH o t e l  F r i t z 6 – 7

Sofa freistil 175
Armchair Rolf Benz 684
Occasional table Rolf Benz 973
Occasional table Rolf Benz 8480

Bar stool Rolf Benz 650

The traditional Hotel Zoll- 

enblick in the Black Forest 

was completely revamped in 

2019 by Steffen Schillinger 

to create the Hotel Fritz 

Lauterbad. His concept, 

“Urban Soul meets Black 

Forest”, interpreted in ar-

chitectural terms by Archis 

Karlsruhe, draws guests with 

high standards in terms of 

atmosphere and quality from 

all over the world. So it made 

perfect sense, not just from 

a geographical perspective, 

to bring Rolf Benz on board 

to supply the seating and 

lounge furniture — from the 

lobby, bar and restaurant 

to the rooms, suites and 

the conference room. The 

colours and materials 

draw inspiration from the 

surrounding landscape. 

The high quality and natural 

characteristics of the leather 

are immediately apparent to 

visitors. The consistent mix 

of urban lifestyle and striking 

Black Forest elements has 

been crowned with the Ger-

man Design Award 2020.

Reference
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“The furniture also needs to ideally 

accompany our brand — and Rolf 

Benz impresses down to the very 

last detail in this regard.”

Eric Becker, Head of Marketing, Badische Staatsbrauerei Rothaus AG

   TRADI 
TION

The Rothaus brewery, found-

ed in 1791, is Germany’s 

highest, sitting at 1,000 

metres above sea level. Its 

beer, featuring a fir tree and 

a Black Forest girl on the la-

bel, enjoys cult status among 

all age groups. Since the 

“Rothaus — Schwarzwald im 

Gerber” restaurant opened 

in July 2019, the popular at-

mosphere of the upper Black 

Forest has been recreated 

in the centre of Stuttgart 

thanks to the interior 

architects from blocher part-

ners. In its ventures, Rothaus 

relies on the true value of 

another big brand from the 

Black Forest: Rolf Benz is 

the partner of choice when it 

comes to creating traditional 

hospitality with modern up-

holstered furniture and side 

tables. The natural materials 

and high-quality workman-

ship of the furniture match 

the brand’s expectations 

perfectly.
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8 – 9R o t h a u s  B r a u e r e i

Armchair Rolf Benz 562

Armchair Rolf Benz 383

Occasional table Rolf Benz 973

Armchair Rolf Benz 562

Occasional table Rolf Benz 947

Occasional table freistil 158

Reference
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KNOW 
  LED 
GE The University of Baltimore 

offers numerous courses — 

from law and economics to 

communication, health and 

even cyber-technology. In 

addition to students’ person-

al careers, the list of values 

that the institution has com-

mitted itself to also includes 

the pursuit of knowledge, 

the common good and 

responsibility. To encourage 

dialogue on its campus, the 

expansive buildings have 

been equipped with seating 

groups featuring Rolf Benz 

290 arranged in inviting, 

U-shaped configurations. 

Their orange and yellow 

signal colours direct the 

eye from afar to the pos-

sibility of relaxed, casual 

conversations. 
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10 – 11U n i v e r s i t y  o f  B a l t i m o r e

Sofa Rolf Benz 290

“Furniture has an influ-

ence on our behaviour. 

It can encourage com-

munication and activi-

ties or offer a space in 

which to retreat.”

Stefan Behnisch, Behnisch Architekten, Boston, USA

Reference
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F C 

S C H A L K E 

0 4

Stuhl Rolf Benz SINUS

Chair Rolf Benz SINUS
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F C 

B A Y E R N

“We create a space for 

emotions. And Rolf Benz 

brings emotion to that 

space.”

Jürgen Muth, Managing Director, Allianz Arena München Stadion GmbH

Bar stool Rolf Benz SINUS

Rolf Benz SINUS bar stool

 BIG 
  PLAY 
ER

The major arenas of our 

modern day are architectural 

and logistical masterpieces. 

In the sporting world, they 

host numerous top-level 

events incorporating 

everything from entertain-

ment and business to 

catering. The German clubs 

FC Bayern and Schalke 04 

are highly professional mar-

keters of their unique club 

atmosphere, and have their 

business areas, lounges and 

gourmet locations furnished 

by Rolf Benz.

Reference A r e n a 12 – 13
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Armchair Rolf Benz 580 
Occasional table Rolf Benz 978

“If everyone has to sit, 

then Rolf Benz is the 

best place to do it.”

Oliver Scheider, interior consultants Rolf Benz House,  

Stilwerk, Berlin.
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14 – 15

If you’re entering the Grand 

Hyatt Berlin, be prepared to 

expect the highest stand-

ards. Everything is perfectly 

thought out — from the 

fascinating architecture and 

first-class services to the 

innovative restaurants and 

luxurious spas, as well as 

the sophisticated meeting 

facilities. The designer 

hotel at Potsdamer Platz 

attaches importance to 

ensuring that its guests not 

only feel delighted, but that 

they also have an overall 

wonderful time. “Grand” is 

the watchword, right down 

to the tiniest detail. So it 

makes perfect sense that 

Rolf Benz was chosen as the 

interior design partner, since 

it meets the demands for the 

finest contemporary design 

and uncompromisingly good 

workmanship.

H o t e l  G r a n d  H y a t t

EXCEP 
   TIO 
NAL

Reference

Sofa Rolf Benz EGO
Armchair Rolf Benz 580

Occasional table Rolf Benz 985
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Chair Rolf Benz SINUS

Wait in more stylish sur-

roundings at all of the major 

national and international 

airports — in the Lufthansa 

Senator and Business 

Lounges, comfort becomes 

a unique experience. From 

Berlin and Detroit to London, 

passengers can take a seat 

on high-quality upholstered 

furniture from Rolf Benz. Just 

like Lufthansa, Rolf Benz is 

synonymous with the perfec-

tion that is fondly regarded 

as a typical German charac-

teristic. It forms the basis for 

creating an atmosphere that 

is as sophisticated as it is re-

laxed, and one that is of the 

greatest renown worldwide.
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L u f t h a n s a 16 – 17Reference

LOUNG

  ING 
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   CUSTO 
MISED

Specially created and made 

to measure: for the lobby, 

café and bar of the 25hours 

Hotel in Zürich, designer 

Werner Aisslinger and Rolf 

Benz came up with the ex-

clusive “Bench” upholstered 

furniture series. Aisslinger 

drew his inspiration from 

the leather gym mats of the 

1970s. Just like the finely 

aged mats of yesteryear, the 

seat and back sections of 

Bench are covered in sturdy 

brown leather. They sit on a 

lightweight metal frame and 

have a casual, living-room-

like flair. Since Rolf Benz 

produces every aspect of its 

sofas in Germany, it was no 

problem translating the de-

signer’s ideas into a perfectly 

crafted piece of furniture. 
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H o t e l  2 5 h o u r s 18 – 19

W E R N E R 
A I S S L I N G E R

“With a first-class partner 

like Rolf Benz, perfecting 

the design was an espe-

cially enjoyable process.”

Werner Aisslinger, Studio Aisslinger

Reference
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Armchairs

Sofas

Occasional tables

P. 20 Products

P. 22 Rolf Benz 562

P. 24 Rolf Benz 3944

P. 25 Rolf Benz 383

P. 26 Rolf Benz 384

P. 27 Rolf Benz 684

P. 28 Rolf Benz ADDIT

P. 29 Rolf Benz 50

P. 30 Rolf Benz 310, Rolf Benz CARA

P. 31 Rolf Benz 580

P. 32 freistil 138

P. 34 freistil 173

P. 36 freistil 178, Rolf Benz 953, Rolf Benz 950

P. 37 freistil 149, Rolf Benz 951

P. 38 Rolf Benz price overview

P. 40 freistil price overview

P. 52 Rolf Benz ADDIT

P. 54 Rolf Benz NUVOLA

P. 56 Rolf Benz 328

P. 58 Rolf Benz 50

P. 60 Rolf Benz CARA

P. 62 freistil 141, freistil 133

P. 63 freistil 184

P. 64 freistil 143

P. 66 Rolf Benz price overview

P. 68 freistil price overview

P. 42 Rolf Benz 942

P. 43 Rolf Benz 973

P. 44 Rolf Benz 927, Rolf Benz 8770

P. 45 Rolf Benz 8480

P. 46 freistil 150, freistil 151

P. 47 freistil 158, freistil 181, freistil 182

P. 48 Rolf Benz price overview

P. 50 freistil price overview
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Benches/chairs/bar stool

Tables

Our  

favourites. 

P. 20–91

Rolf Benz Contract offers you an impressively broad selec-

tion of covers. To help us, we work with weavers and tan-

neries known and renowned the world over. The extensive 

collection is perfectly coordinated with the requirements  

of “public seating”, featuring materials such as flame-retardant 

fabrics as well as synthetic or durable leathers. A full sum-

mary with all information can be found at www.rolf-benz.

com/contract under the menu item “Covers”.

Some of the collection is available in BS 5852 crib 5, with other 

fire protection standards available on request.

  

Covers are available in various fire protection standards 

(B1, B2, EN 1021 1-2, BS 5852 crib 5, M1, IMO ...).

Planning data

Rolf Benz

Planning data

freistil

Covers that join in with everything. Fire protection that takes everything into account.

P. 70 Rolf Benz 640

P. 71 Rolf Benz 641

P. 72 Rolf Benz 650

P. 74 Rolf Benz 651, Rolf Benz 652

P. 75 Rolf Benz 655

P. 76 Rolf Benz 626

P. 77 Rolf Benz 935

P. 78 Rolf Benz 629

P. 80 Rolf Benz 944, Rolf Benz 917

P. 81 Rolf Benz 945, Rolf Benz 918

P. 82 Rolf Benz price overview

P. 84 freistil price overview

P. 86 freistil 156

P. 87 Rolf Benz 909

P. 88  Rolf Benz 988, Rolf Benz 965

P. 89 Rolf Benz 924

P. 92 Rolf Benz and freistil price overview
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Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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22 – 23ArmchairsRolf Benz 562

With its organic appearance, this particularly graceful 

club chair fits in beautifully with any surroundings. The 

optional swivel foot function ensures maximum freedom 

of movement. A broad spectrum of covers is available to 

choose from to satisfy every wish.

562
Rolf Benz

Design 

This Weber

A
rm

c
h

a
ir

s
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The upholstery of Rolf Benz 394 is finished with 

elaborately crafted stitching. Its light-footed, 

modern wire frame comes in polished chrome, 

traffic black or umbra grey designs. A comfortable 

footstool has also been created to match all of the 

designs.

394
Rolf Benz

Design 

labdesign

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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24 – 25ArmchairsRolf Benz 3944 // Rolf Benz 383

Rolf Benz 383 surrounds its occupant in super-

lative comfort and strikes the perfect balance 

between organic seating and the lightweight-look-

ing cross foot. The slimline and yet exceptionally 

stable round tube frame is available with different 

surfaces. The perfect match: the slightly lower 

footstool that also features a cross foot.

A
rm

c
h

a
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s

383
Rolf Benz

Design 

Joachim Nees
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Cosy lounge islands can be created with this grace-

ful armchair. Fully covered, with the body construc-

tion hidden, Rolf Benz 384 harmonises beautifully 

with virtually every style of design and all materials. 

Equipped with a tray, the footstool of the same 

name becomes a handy occasional table.

384
Rolf Benz

Design 

labsdesign

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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26 – 27Rolf Benz 384 // Rolf Benz 684

Rolf Benz 684 is an unconventional individual arm-

chair that offers 360° of freedom of movement on 

its swivel wooden plinth. Multiple armchairs can be 

used together to create entire landscapes of comfort.

A
rm

c
h

a
ir

s

684
Rolf Benz

Design 

Katja Reiter & Tamara Härty

Armchairs
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This armchair’s modern design communicates a  

playful, lightweight appearance, yet has the elegance  

of a classic. The striking stand, which supports the  

fine, leather-covered frame, can optionally be supple-

mented with integrated occasional tables.

ADDIT
Rolf Benz

Design 

Tina Bunyaprasit &  

Werner Aisslinger

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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28 – 29Rolf Benz ADDIT // Rolf Benz 50

The especially comfortable Rolf Benz 50 features the new, pleated quilting seam, 

meticulously crafted flat fell seams and a star foot. The timeless armchair from 

Rolf Benz can be combined with a matching footstool and is available with a high 

or low backrest.

A
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h
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s

50
Rolf Benz

Design 

Beck Design

Armchairs
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Its reduced language of form will make any purist 

stop and stare. At the same time, Rolf Benz 310 

offers especially pleasant seating comfort, blends 

in beautifully and can be combined in a particularly 

creative number of ways.

310
Rolf Benz

Design 

Cuno Frommherz

CARA
Rolf Benz

Design 

Anita Schmidt

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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30 – 31Rolf Benz 310 // Rolf Benz CARA // Rolf Benz 580

Pieces of furniture such as Rolf Benz 580 define 

the room. The most striking feature of this designer 

armchair is the visible wooden frame, inspired 

by the idea of folding. The high-backed version 

coupled with the matching footstool is especially 

comfortable.
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580
Rolf Benz

Design 

formstelle

Armchairs
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Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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32 – 33freistil 138

freistil 138 is so light that it can look great anywhere, 

depending on the occasion. For guest reception 

in the lobby or as an eye-catching piece in a room, 

this armchair, with its subtle retro touches, offers a 

comfortable place to sit wherever it is placed.
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138
freistil

Design 

Anders Nørgaard

Armchairs
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Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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34 – 35freistil 173

The freistil 173 armchair is like a gummy bear  

that’s just fallen happily out of a giant bag. Find 

your favourite, or just grab a whole handful.
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173173
freistilfreistil

Design 

Müller Wulff

Design 

Müller Wulff

Armchairs
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178
freistil

Design 

Anders Nørgaard

953
Rolf Benz

Design 

Johannes Steinbauer

950
Rolf Benz

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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36 – 37freistil 178 // Rolf Benz 953 // Rolf Benz 950 // freistil 149 // Rolf Benz 951

Thanks to the designer Anders Nørgaard, grand-

dad’s wing chair has evolved into a contemporary, 

neo-retro sculpture for any room. The primary char-

acteristics of its origins, the wings, are still prom-

inent — ideal for screening off the surroundings, 

which is something even more important nowadays 

than in our grandparents’ day.
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149
freistil

Design 

Anders Nørgaard

951
Rolf Benz

Armchairs
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953
SH 40 cm

950➀

SH 40 cm

950 Sitz-HCK
➀

SH 42 cm

383➀➁

SH 43 cm

7300
SH 50 cm

7100
SH 47 cm

580➀

SH 43 cm

ONDA
SH 42, 45 cm

310➀

SH 43, 46 cm

EGO
SH 43, 45, 47 cm

CARA➀

SH 43, 46 cm

MIO
SH 40, 42 cm VIDA➀

SH 43, 45 cm

951
SH 42 cm

Higher 

prices

Lower 

prices

Price overview: armchairs

➀ available in artificial leather from the Rolf Benz Contract collection (non-functional furniture only)
➁ velvet not an option

MIO
SH 40 42 cm VIDA➀

ONDA

383➀➁

953

951
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38 – 39

328➀

SH 42, 45 cm

562➀

SH 44 cm

394➀

SH 42 cm

EGO➀

SH 43, 45, 47 cm

EGO CL-SE
➀

SH 43, 45, 47 cm

LINEA➀

SH 41, 43 cm

50➀

SH 44 cm

ADDIT
SH 42, 45 cm

684➀

SH 41 cm

384➀

SH 41 cm

P
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e
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➀

4 cm7 cm

328➀

562➀

394➀
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173➀

SH 40 cm

184➀

SH 38, 40 cm

141➀

SH 43, 46 cm

132
SH 40, 43, 46 cm

187
SH 40 cm

Price overview: armchairs

Higher 

prices

Lower 

prices

➀ available in artificial leather from the Rolf Benz Contract collection (non-functional furniture only)
➁ velvet not an option

3➀ cm

87

1➀
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40 – 41

183➀

SH 39, 42 cm

138➀

SH 44 cm

178
SH 43 cm

149
SH 45 cm

178
SH 43 cm
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The delicate 942 coffee table from Rolf Benz stands 

on curved metal struts, has an almost weightless 

appearance and yet has a tremendous amount of 

expressiveness.

942
Rolf Benz

Design 

Annette Lang

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com. 
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Occasional tables 42 – 43Rolf Benz 942 // Rolf Benz 973
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This occasional table sports an unusual design 

with a leather loop as a handle. The top in sheet 

steel guarantees a degree of wear resistance.  

The wooden frame adds the finishing touch to  

the table’s superlative quality.

973
Rolf Benz

Design 

Pascal Bosetti
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Mobile, lightweight accessories table in various 

colours and two heights. The punched pattern in the 

metal gives the table a sensual, flower-like lightness.

927

8770

Rolf Benz

Rolf Benz

Design 

labsdesign

Design 

Annette Lang

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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44 – 45Rolf Benz 927 // Rolf Benz 8770 // Rolf Benz 8480

With its tabletop made from a slice of tree trunk, 

the 8480 occasional table from Rolf Benz has an 

unspoilt and compact appearance. Made from 

untreated ash, each table is unique.

8480
Rolf Benz

Design 

Cuno Frommherz

Occasional tables
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freistil 150 is beautiful, lightweight and mobile. It 

usually accommodates all sorts of objects as an 

occasional table or bedside table: the book you’ve 

just finished reading, for example. Or the coffee 

table book that nobody will ever read, but which 

looks so beautiful.

The freistil 151 occasional, coffee or bedside tables 

offer welcome surfaces when you want to put your 

cocktail glass down or want to have the peanuts or 

teacups at hand. And it goes without saying that 

these silent waiters always look immaculate.

150
freistil

Design 

Oliver Rudin

151
freistil

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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46 – 47freistil 150 // freistil 151 // freistil 158 // freistil 181 // freistil 182

These two tops can accommo-

date plenty. Choose a glass plate 

at the top and present a few truly 

beautiful objects underneath 

it. The effect is a little bit like an 

aquarium — just without the fish 

or water.

158
freistil

Design 

Yonoh design team

181
freistil

Design 

Meike Harde

182
freistil

Design 

kaschkasch

Occasional tables
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Price overview: occasional tables

8590
8710

927

942

978

923

947

8730

8290

925

934

958

948

926

940

920

Higher 

prices

Lower 

prices

973

978

973

923

940

947

934

8730

8710
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48 – 49

8440

971

933
8550

8330

987

932 915

8480
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985

8770

8480

877

8330
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150

159

182

157

Price overview: occasional tables

Higher 

prices

Lower 

prices
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50 – 51

151

158

191
181
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Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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52 – 53Rolf Benz ADDIT

Rolf Benz ADDIT is a modular sofa landscape in 

an iconic design that adapts to virtually every wish 

and every room situation — and which can also, 

when required, be expanded piece by piece. The 

graphically linear, floating appearance blends with 

any surroundings.

ADDIT
Rolf Benz

Design 

Werner Aisslinger & Tina Bunyaprasit

Sofas
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Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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54 – 55Rolf Benz NUVOLA
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The Rolf Benz NUVOLA comfort system range offers 

an array of individual elements that can be used to 

form flexible, varied floor plan solutions. Each ele-

ment in the modular range can be used in a connect-

ed configuration or also free-standing. The seating 

elements can be selected with or without armrests 

and be combined with backless ottomans.

NUVOLA
Rolf Benz
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Rolf Benz AG & Co. KG

Haiterbacher Str. 104, 72202 Nagold

Germany

Tel. +49 (0)74 52 / 601-0

contract@rolf-benz.com, www.rolf-benz.com/contract CONTRACT
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Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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56 – 57Rolf Benz 328
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The individual or sectional sofa’s minimalistic 

beauty and clear aesthetics mean that it can be 

matched with virtually any interior design. Even  

as a two-part corner piece, it remains compact 

and is therefore ideal even for rooms with little 

floor space.

328
Rolf Benz

Design 

Cuno Frommherz
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Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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58 – 59Rolf Benz 50
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Numerous lovingly created details such as a pleated 

quilting seam and meticulously crafted flat fell seams 

accentuate the accommodating elegance of the Rolf 

Benz 50 sofa. With its generous, lounge-like shape, it 

extends the perfect invitation to enjoy unparalleled 

relaxation. 

50
Rolf Benz

Design 

Beck Design
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The stylish Rolf Benz CARA range can be adapted 

perfectly thanks to 5 seat and sofa widths, 10 mod-

ular elements, 2 side section heights, 2 back heights, 

2 seat heights, 3 seat depths and 11 leg variants. 

With a total width from 136 cm upwards, it is the most 

compact sofa in the Rolf Benz collection. 

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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60 – 61

S
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s

CARA
Rolf Benz

Design 

Anita Schmidt

Rolf Benz CARA
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141
freistil

The freistil 141 range offers tremendous freedom. 

You can create designs the way you want, and we’ll 

let you in on a little secret: it’s really easy.

Contrasts provide that special touch and make 

pieces of furniture exciting. With freistil 133, 

sumptuous upholstery with a soft core meets 

a clearly defined frame and graceful elements 

such as runner feet.

133
freistil

Design 

Böttcher & Kayser

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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62 – 63freistil 141 // freistil 133 // freistil 184
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184
freistil

To communicate a feel-good factor all round, freistil 

184 is happy to be at the centre of the action: a 

modern, classically elegant oasis of calm that looks 

stunning from every angle. And it looks especially 

beautiful when being sat on — or lain on.
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Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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64 – 65freistil 143
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143
freistil

Design 

Henrik Drecker

The new freistil 143 sofa is keeping a secret. Just

imagine: you’ve got a sofa that turns into a bed – and

no one can tell. The sofa bed is available in different 

widths and additionally as a armchair bed.
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Price overview: sofas

310➀

SH 43, 46 cm

322➀

SH 40 cm

NUVOLA
SH 37, 41, 44 cm

(only lounge deluxe)

VIDA
SH 43, 45 cm

TONDO
SH 40, 43 cm

LINEA➀

SH 41, 43 cm

MIO
SH 40, 42 cm

ALMA
SH 41, 44 cm

DONO
SH 44 cm

50➀➁

SH 41, 44 cm

6500
SH 39, 41 cm

PLURA
SH 41, 43, 45 cm

MERA
SH 41, 44 cm

328➀

SH 42, 45 cm

EGO➀

SH 43, 45, 47 cm

Higher 

prices

Lower 

prices

➀ available in artificial leather from the Rolf Benz Contract collection (non-functional furniture only)
➁ velvet not an option

➀

m

A➀

cm
3
SH

ALMA
SH 41, 44 cm

P
S

m

m

cm
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VIDA➀

SH 43, 45 cm

TONDO
SH 40, 43 cm

CARA➀

SH 43, 46 cm

VOLO➀

SH 41, 44 cm

6500
SH 39, 41 cm

ADDIT
SH 42, 45 cm

AURA
SH 41, 44 cm

ONDA
SH 40, 43, 46 cm

m

S

6 cm

m
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186
SH 41, 44 cm

136
SH 43 cm

134
SH 43, 46, 49 cm

184
SH 38, 40 cm

141➀

SH 43, 46 cm

185➀

SH 37, 40 cm

Price overview: sofas

Higher 

prices

Lower 

prices

➀ available in artificial leather from the Rolf Benz Contract collection (non-functional furniture only)
➁ velvet not an option

141➀

185➀

186

134136
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68 – 69

133
SH 42, 45, 48 cm

143
SH 48 cm

132
SH 40, 43, 46 cm

187➀

SH 40 cm

183➀

SH 39, 42 cm

135➀

SH 45 cm
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183➀

133

132

135➀

43
SH 48 cm
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640
Rolf Benz

Design 

This Weber

The timeless Rolf Benz 640 seat sculpture combines 

the generous comfort of an armchair with the fine 

aesthetics of a chair, enabling it to be positioned 

both at a table and on its own. The shell shape, with 

its discreet armrests, is accentuated with lovingly 

stitched decorative seams.

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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70 – 71Rolf Benz 640 // Rolf Benz 641

641
Rolf Benz

Design 

This Weber & labsdesign

The Rolf Benz 641 hybrid chair/armchair combines 

the tried-and-tested design of the successful Rolf 

Benz 640 model with a new, trendy upholstery 

look and especially soft seating comfort. The 

striking fall of the folds gives it an especially laid-

back touch. Thanks to the “mix & match” option, 

the inside and outside of the shell can be covered 

in different materials.

Chairs
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Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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72 – 73Rolf Benz 650

With the elegant and extremely adaptable Rolf Benz 

650 range of chairs, form and function go hand in 

hand. This is literally true, because the design is in-

spired by two intertwined hands. The wooden shells 

can, if wished, rest on a wooden frame with oval feet 

or a lightweight-looking, angled underframe made 

from steel tubing.

C
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Chairs/footstools

650
Rolf Benz

Design 

formstelle in cooperation with Rex Kralj
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Comfortable and lightweight, subtle and elegant: 

Rolf Benz 651 accomplishes the art of combining all 

of the essentials of perfect seating. The quilted seat 

cushion is a true work of art, since despite the soft 

upholstery, the chair looks wonderfully delicate and 

is the epitome of perfectly balanced design.

651 & 652
Rolf Benz

Design 

Beck Design

Fine legs and invitingly soft upholstery are the hall-

marks of Rolf Benz 652. Above all, the comfortable 

upholstery shapes the character of the chair series, 

which was ideally dimensioned with regard to seat 

depth, seat height and back height, and thus adapts 

organically to the proportions of the body.

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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74 – 75Rolf Benz 651 // Rolf Benz 652 // Rolf Benz 655

With its fine lines, Rolf Benz 655 mirrors the style of 

the 1950s, fusing them with cutting-edge comfort. 

The cacharel fold in the back of the chair calls for the 

utmost craftsmanship precision. The outer cover can 

also be applied to the inside of the pleat, if required, 

while the inner cover can be selected in another 

colour as well.

655
Rolf Benz

Design 

Hoffmann/Kahleyss
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Chairs
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626
Rolf Benz

Design 

Kai Stania

Rolf Benz 626 SINUS is a versatile bar stool 

range. Thanks to various feet and covers, it offers 

virtually every possible option for looking good 

and performing brilliantly in restaurants, bars 

and cafés. And it always matches the customer’s 

specific requirements.

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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76 – 77Rolf Benz 626 // Rolf Benz 935

The Rolf Benz 935 table can be positioned 

against the wall as a standing table or sideboard 

or arranged in a classic free-standing position as 

the centre point of the room. No matter where it 

stands, it offers a stylish invitation to linger and, 

in combination with the Rolf Benz 650 bar stools, 

of course to sit.

935
Rolf Benz

Design 

labsdesign
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Footstools
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Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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78 – 79Rolf Benz 629

Inspired by the middle of the last century, the  

Rolf Benz 629 bench impresses with its striking 

and warm design. Its elegant and carefully crafted 

legs in solid wood or metal also impress. Thanks 

to “mix & match”, the leather back shells and the 

fabric seat can be combined, or vice versa. 

629
Rolf Benz

Design 

This Weber
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Benches
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944
Rolf Benz

Design 

formstelle

917
Rolf Benz

Design 

labsdesign

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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80 – 81Rolf Benz 944 // Rolf Benz 917 // Rolf Benz 918 // Rolf Benz 945

When it comes to sophisticated seating, this 

high-quality feast for the eyes is indispensable.  

The spot indents in the seat cushion are cocooned 

in a covered shell. Thanks to the “mix & match” 

option, this shell can have a different cover from the 

upholstery, creating unique, customised looks. This 

work of art can stand on feet in either smooth, matt 

powder-coated black or ochre-beige metallic steel.

Whether it be a storage solution, seating option or as 

an accessory, the Rolf Benz 945 bar stool and uphol-

stered footrest of the same name create a memorable 

impression with their graceful appearance and func-

tional character. They are available in three harmonious 

colour combinations: light oak combined with the body 

and cushions in “natural and orange”, dark oak with 

“black and white” and walnut with “grey and brown”.

918
Rolf Benz

Design 

Beck Design

945
Rolf Benz

Design 

labsdesign
B

e
n

c
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e
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Benches
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Price overview: chairs, bar stools

650➀

SH 45 cm

upholstered seat 50 cm

652
SH 48 cm

651➀

SH 49 cm

640➀

SH 47, 49 cm

655➀

SH 49 cm

Higher 

prices

Lower 

prices

➀ available in artificial leather from the Rolf Benz Contract collection (non-functional furniture only)
➁ velvet not an option

640➀
655➀

652 651➀
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651➀

SH 70, 80 cm

650➀

SH 70, 80 cm

upholstered seat 74, 84 cm

652➀

SH 70, 80 cm

SINUS 626➀

SH 70, 80 cm

adjustable 61–87 cm

641
SH 47, 49 cm

82 – 83

➀

652➀

SH 70 80 cm
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620➀

SH 48 cm

629➀

SH 48, 50 cm

905
SH 42 cm

Higher 

prices

Lower 

prices

Price overview: benches

➀ available in artificial leather from the Rolf Benz Contract collection (non-functional furniture only)
➁ velvet not an option

918
SH 47 cm

917
SH 42 cm

629➀

SH 48, 50 cm

620➀

SH 48 cm

917918

905
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944➀

SH 42 cm

84 – 85
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944➀

SH 42 cm
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Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.

156
freistil

In both the tables and benches, the visibly detailed 

craftsmanship is the only trace of decoration, with 

mortise and tenon joints where the legs meet the 

table top or bench seat, and transverse cross-frames 

lending support. These designs are a wonderful 

stand-out from the ordinary, monolithic heavyweights 

that dominate many homes, and they show us that 

solid wood and lightness are by no means a contra-

diction in terms!
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86 – 87freistil 156 // Rolf Benz 909

909
Rolf Benz

Rolf Benz 909, with its radii and craftsman-made 

frame, represents the archetypal design of a 

place for dining. On request it can be oval, round 

or angular. It can seat up to five people around it.
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988
Rolf Benz

Design 

Bodo Sperlein

965
Rolf Benz

Design 

formstelle

The light-looking solid wooden tabletop and the 

filigree structure of the underframe of Rolf Benz 965 

combine to create an ostensibly weightless power-

house. This table gives an elegant ring to even the 

smallest rooms and is available in either a round or 

oval version.

The Rolf Benz 988 is both a sculpture and a table. 

Its sensuous, biomorphic shapes contrast excit-

ingly with clear lines. The table has an inimitable 

presence, while at the same time meeting the most 

diverse demands.

Further information and planning data can be found at contract.rolf-benz.com.
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Tables
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88 – 89Rolf Benz 988 // Rolf Benz 965 // Rolf Benz 924

It’s almost impossible to ever have your fill of the Rolf 

Benz 924 table. The table, made from highly charac-

teristic solid wood, can also be combined beautifully 

with other chairs such as the Rolf Benz 650 or the Rolf 

Benz 640 hybrid chair/armchair.

924
Rolf Benz

Design 

Beck Design
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Price overview: tables
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Beck Design

Sebastian Herkner, photo: Gaby Gerster

Tina Bunyaprasit & Werner Aisslinger

NOMOS Glashütte, photo: MERK & MARK

Creative minds from all over the world 

design for Rolf Benz and freistil, creat-

ing versatile furniture with character 

that is both an expression of the 

times and as beautiful as it is func-

tional. Combined with the very best 

materials and craftsmanship Made in 

Germany, the results are iconic piec-

es that already look like they’re going 

to become the classics of tomorrow.

kaschkasch
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Get ready for success with us and you’ll discover that the high quality of Rolf Benz Contract is not 

just restricted to furniture. Our team has plenty of experience, verve and ideas for fulfilling your  

personal wishes quickly and without fuss.

Contacts

Ramona Oudille, Gabriela Skvorc, Olivia Dumire-Herold, Brian Therkelsen
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HEAD OF CONTRACT/

AREA SALES MANAGER FOR CENTRAL AND NORTHERN GERMANY 

Mr Brian Therkelsen 

Tel. +49 (0) 176 6512 0027 

brian.therkelsen@rolf-benz.com

PROJECT MANAGER FOR CONTRACT

Ms Olivia Dumire-Herold 

Tel. +49 (0) 7452 601-113 

olivia.dumire-herold@rolf-benz.com

CONTRACT INTERNAL SALES TEAM 

Ms Gabriela Skvorc 

Tel. +49 (0) 7452 601-126 

gabriela.skvorc@rolf-benz.com
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CONTRACT
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Rolf Benz AG & Co. KG

Haiterbacher Str. 104, 72202 Nagold

Germany

Tel. +49 (0)74 52 / 601-0

contract@rolf-benz.com, www.rolf-benz.com/contract CONTRACT
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